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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

It's complicated. We have already collected some data but explain in Question 8 why readers may consider this a valid pre-registration nevertheless.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

Prior to 1930, English speakers uniformly preferred male-before-female (M&F) word order for conjoined nouns of relatives, e.g., uncles and aunts; nephews

and nieces, rather than the reverse order preferred today for these cases (aunts and uncles, nieces and nephews). This unusual reversal began with mother

and daddy and spread throughout half a dozen semantically related binomials over a period of decades. The present work demonstrates that 3 aspects of

COGNITIVE ACCESSIBILITY predict whether and when each binomial reversed its preferred order. In particular, the probability of A&B order is predicted by

1) the relative accessibility of the A and B terms individually, 2) competition from B&A order*, 3) coverage (similarity to and number of related A’& B’

cases). *Importantly, for our prediction to be non-circular, we are using the combined log frequency of B&A and A&B order for this second factor.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

Probability of female name first: P(F&M)

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

NA

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

We will use a linear mixed effect linear model with 3 fixed factors and all interactions:

 P(F&M) = RelAcc(F vs. M) * logfreq (F&M + M&F) * ClusterStrength +  (1|decade) + (1|item) 

P(F&M) ~ [(logFreq(F)-#syll(F))- (logFreq(M)-#syll(M)+1)] + [logFreq(M&F+F&M)] + ∑_(i=1 to n)〖(Sem_sim(F&M,F_i&M_i) +Morph_sim(F&M,F_i&M_i)) 

Cluster strength is determined by calculating the similarity of each binomial to the binomials from the previous decade that already prefer F&M order. 

Morphological similarity between (F1, M1) and (Fa ,Ma) as based on a 0-2 point scales as follows:

0: no shared morphology; e.g., (nieces, nephews) and (aunts, uncles) 

1: some shared morphology; e.g., (ma, pa), (grandma, grandpa)

2: one term is identical, or both are but one is plural; e.g., (mother, father), (mothers, fathers)

Semantic similarity between (F1, M1) and (Fa ,Ma) 

.25: binomial names male and female terms but not relatives (and are not R-binomials) 

1: R-binomials that name different relatives; e.g., (ma, pa) and (nieces, nephews), 

2: R-binomials that name the same familial relationship; e.g., (ma, pa) (mother, father)

We will compare models with and without each factor to determine whether each adds significantly to the predictive value of the model.

Only if we have sufficient number of items, will we will test a GLAMM model as well.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

NA

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We are collecting data from Google N-grams for each decade between 1920 and 2020, for each binomial term.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

The model was created on the basis of an initial set of gendered binomial terms, but we have not yet gathered data on a second set of terms including 

pappy and mammy or mammy and pappy; pop and mom or mom and pop; stepfather and stepmother or stepmother and stepfather; stepfathers and

stepmothers or stepmothers and stepfathers; papa and mama or mama and papa.
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